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GBA Services recommends Stoneridge’s digiDL remote download solution
A European market leader in the international express and logistics industry, Lancashire based
GBA Services has successfully been using Stoneridge Electronic’s digiDL remote download solution
since December 2011.
“With a fleet size of over 150 vehicles running across Europe, it became very difficult to ensure
that all vehicles returned to a depot within the required tachograph download period” Mr
Birkbeck, Director of GBA Services, explained. “When looking
for a solution, I did a lot of research around the digital
download possibilities and quickly discarded other digital
download solutions in favour of Stoneridge’s digiDL. DigiDL
provides all of the functionality that we require and was the
simplest to implement. In addition to already being happy
with Stoneridge as a tachograph analysis provider, the pricing
model which Stoneridge adopts works far better for our fleet
than those offered by their competitors.
When asked what he liked most about the product, Mr Birkbeck said “The whole tachograph
download/analysis process has been simplified, meaning an increase in vehicle utilisation and a
decrease in the overall amount of time taken for tachograph analysis.”
Working alongside any digital tachograph with remote download functionality – including the
new SE5000 Exakt Duo – Stoneridge’s digiDL enables fleets to remotely download vehicle and
driver data securely via GPRS – no matter where they are in the world. The digiDL allows for an
automated, centralised data transfer, so road transport operators can know exactly when and
where they will receive tachograph information. Moreover, scheduled downloads remove the
need for time-consuming manual downloads, helping to manage fleets more efficiently and gain
more driving time too.
“Would you recommend Stoneridge’s digiDL remote download solution to another fleet?
Absolutely.” concludes Andrew Birkbeck.

Note to Editors:
Stoneridge Electronics is a part of the Stoneridge Group, a leading designer and manufacturer of
highly engineered electrical and electronic components, modules and systems. Stoneridge has a
strong reputation for developing innovative, reliable products including instrument clusters,
tachographs, telematics systems and security systems for the automotive industry. The
Stoneridge group has an annual turnover of over $700 million and just over 6,000 employees; of
whom 550 work at Stoneridge Electronics.
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